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Different electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures with effective negative 

permittivity have received growing attention in recent years. Glow discharge plasmas have 

high potentials as effective control elements in devices based on these materials [1, 2]. In 

this report we present the results of the microwave propagation through the 1D EBG 

structure (waveguide filter) formed by plasma columns in a typical X–band waveguide of 

the 3-centimeter range (23×10 mm
2
).  

The periodical 1D EBG structure is formed by plasma column of low pressure gas 

discharge lamps (GSh-5) located perpendicular to the wide waveguide walls inside 5 holes 

of 4 mm diameter separated at the distance of l = 19 mm. In case when three plasma 

columns placed with period l = 38 mm the transmission spectrum has two pass bands at 7.5 

GHz and 10.2 GHz. When five plasma columns placed with period l = 19 mm are used the 

transmission spectrum has one pass band at 10.2 GHz. Depending on plasma column 

diameter or DC current of lamps the waveguide section transmission decreases by 5 dB at 

the pass band peaks and by up to 30 dB outside pass bands. Higher signal suppression (~-50 

dB) outside pass bands is reached in pulsing lamps regimes.  

Such 1D plasma EBG structure was applied at powerful (up to 20 kW) microwave 

pulses (duration 200 ns). When pulse power exceeded breakdown microwave power the 

periodical EBG structure was formed only under influence of microwave. That allowed 

reducing the propagating pulse duration down to 10 ns. In the opposite case when the pulse 

power was less than the breakdown threshold we were able to use EBG structure for both 

pulse attenuation in the frequency range of 7-12 GHz and pulse duration variation by 

changing the delay time between lamp ignition and pulse start. 

Atmospheric pressure glow discharge [3] was obtained inside waveguide either when 

applying bounding glass tube and without it. The 1D plasma periodical EBG structure in 

X–band waveguide formed by three atmospheric pressure glow discharges was tested as 

well. 
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